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BaconMoji for iOS brings an app full of mouth-watering bacon emoji
Published on 08/15/16
BaconMoji for iOS brings an app full of mouth-watering bacon emoji. For those upset over
only getting one bacon emoji added to the standard set this summer, Izatt Apps brings you
an iOS keyboard full of bacon smileys, bacon platters, Bacon Man, and adorable little pigs
emoting their little snouts out. Keeping in the spirit of the personalized emoji app craze
along with Kimoji, StephMoji, and PhelpsMoji, this sizzling little newcomer opens all new
avenues to communicate - through bacon emoji.
American Fork, Utah - Izatt International, a mobile application development company, today
is pleased to announce the release of BaconMoji 1.0.1, their new emoji keyboard developed
exclusively for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. BaconMoji brings an app full of
mouth-watering bacon emoji, emoticons, and stickers. Once installed, BaconMoji presents as
a new keyboard in favorite texting or messaging apps such as iMessages, WhatsApp,
Facebook
Messenger, and Google Hangouts. Five categories of bacon emoji are available - bacon
images, Bacon Man, adorable pigs, A-Z & 0-9 in bacon, and symbols/punctuation. Emoji
include smileys made from bacon and eggs, a silver platter of bacon, a bacon heart, and
more, plus Bacon Man and cute pigs both emoting across the spectrum.
A new personalized emoji craze has come to mobile, with Kim Kardashian's KIMOJI leading
the charge. Steph Curry followed with StephMoji, and the latest addition is the Olympics'
top medal winner Michael Phelps with PhelpsMoji. Who knows what's coming next? But bacon
was not to be left out.
"There is a single new bacon emoji coming to the standard emoji set," said Jason Izatt,
Founder/CEO of Izatt Apps. "That's been in the works for the past year and was finally
officially added to the Unicode standard last month. But the world is clamoring for more
bacon! A single bacon emoji just won't do. BaconMoji comes to the rescue with beautiful,
mouth-watering bacon emoji of so many different kinds, and more to come with each new
update."
Izatt Apps has developed over 70 apps in the past 8 years, both for themselves and for
clients from coast to coast. The most notable app is MileBug Mileage Log which has ranked
#1 in the Finance category in the U.S. each new year for the past three years. BaconMoji
is the latest venture, tapping into the more playful side of it's creator.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 6.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
BaconMoji 1.0.1 is $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities category.
BaconMoji 1.0.1:
http://izatt.com/2016/08/12/baconmoji-keyboard-now-in-apple-app-store-mouth-watering-baconemoji/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/baconmoji-mouth-watering-bacon/id1135889290
Screenshot 1:
http://izatt.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/screenshot1242x2208.png
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Screenshot 2:
http://izatt.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/screenshot_1.png
Screenshot 3:
http://izatt.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/screenshot_4.png
App Icon:
http://izatt.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/icon_1024.png

Izatt International is a mobile application (iOS, Android) development company in American
Fork, UT. Izatt develops applications internally and accepts outside development projects.
Copyright 2008-2016 Izatt International. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad and iPad Mini are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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